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Arcata, HTA at odds
over bus system costs
By Martin Melendy
Copy editor

A year after the city of Arcata
threatened to withdraw from the Humboldt Transit Authority — Arcata is
still a member and residents are still
riding HTA buses.
In March 1981 the city sent
a letter to
the HTA board of directors, which
outlined the city’s desire to withdraw
because of the way HTA was being
, Arcata City Councilmember
Julie Fulkerson said.
““We (the city council) were really
concerned. If we didn’t see evidence
that management was improving, we
would withdraw,’’ said Fulkerson,
who is also an HTA board member.
HTA receives about 12 percent of its

budget from Arcata, 50 percent from

the county and the remainder from
aaa
Eureka, Fortuna and Rio
In order to leave the agency,
members must give a one-year notice
of their intentions, Robert A. Burrowes, HTA executive director, said.
After over a year’s wait, the issue
was discussed by the HTA board
Wednesday in its monthly meeting at
Eureka City Hall. A new letter from
the city of Arcata was discussed which
rescinds the threat of withdrawal over
alleged mismanagement.
**I feel HTA is much better managed
than when the letter was sent out,”
Fulkerson said. She cited as improvements the formation of a finance
committee, the hiring of an accountant
and the imminent selection of a new
executive director.
to
**Nobody
really
wanted
withdraw,’ she said.
Though Fulkerson said the threat ot
withdrawal over mis
t no
longer exists, the latest letter includes a
stipulation that could lead to Arcata’s
withdrawal.
This stipulation calls for a limit on
the amount of money Arcata contributes as its share of the HTA
city receives money

for public

—Inside
Candidates in hiding,
SLC posts stil open
—See page 8

Funds to furnish fish
to fish farmers found
—See page 9

transportation
through
the state
Transportation Development Act —
money the state garners from the
gasoline tax.

Arcata would like a 25-percent limit

placed on TDA funds that go to HTA.
‘We need about 75 percent of our
TDA money to fund the Arcata & Mad
River Transit System,’’ Fulkerson said.
In order to enact this limit, each
member of the HTA would have to
agree that Arcata be allowed a ceiling
on the amount of funds it
pays.
“It’s unlikely other
A entities
will like it,’ Fulkerson said.
The reason for the other members’
ible disapproval of the limit is that
it mi : raise their TDA contributions
to

e

While Fulkerson is convinced that
Arcata needs 75 percent of its TDA
funds to effectively run the A&MRTS,
HTA director Burrowes said he is not
sure Arcata’s contribution will not rise
in the future.
*‘Arcata is concerned that HTA
would take more than 25 percent, and
it is possible that it might be higher in
the future,’’ he said.
Burrowes added that it is unlikely
each member will agree to allow Arcata’s 25-percent ceiling.
Fulkerson agreed, saying it could be
an all-or-nothing decision.
**Most likely they (members) would
enact
a stipulation
for all, if
anything.”’
If the board refuses to accept the
stipulation, there could be a tremendous battle between HTA and Arcata,
Burrowes said.
If Arcata were to withdraw, HTA
would probably no longer serve Arcata, he said.
Fulkerson agreed, and said it may

—See page 10

Sampson speaks
Will Sampson, who starred as “Chief” in “One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,”
speaks to reporters after giving the opening address at the American indian College Motivation Day. The veteran character actor's speech Thursday led off a

program of workshops and lectures.
See BUSES,
back page dent Affirmative Action.

The event was sponsored by CORE Stu-

Sign of the times; billboard approved
By Mark J. Finnigan
Stat wetter
The Arcata City Council Wednesday

decided to proceed with a plan to erect
a freeway reader board (billboard) on
the east side of
Highway 101 near the

Valley West
The plan

ing
ter.
was conceived by IMA

Commercial Properties, owners of the

shopping center, to give businesses in

the area more exposure to passing
motorists.
The council pointed out, however,
that one aspect of the proposed logo
board does not conform with city zoning
ordinances.
icDonald’s is in violation of a 1976
ordinance that prohibits Arcata

businesses from renting billboard space

‘extra credit’ examined

Staff photo by Deborah Heiman

within city limits.
McDonald’s rents a billboard in city
limits on Highway 101, just south of
Samoa Blvd.
The
council
agreed
that
if
McDonald’s promised
not to renew its

lease on the billboard it would be
allowed to rent space on the freeway

logo

Another

.

IMA

proposal

Valley West ere

for

the

Center called

for the erectionof a
60-foot flagpole.
This was denied because the city
designates
Valley
West
as a
Thoroughfare Commercial
Zone,
which limits flagpoles to 50 feet.
Diana Anderson,
IMA’s poy
coordinator for the Valley West
»
said she would wait until after the
reader board is erected before ap-

proaching
—

the council

plan.
so at Wednesday’s

council viewed ‘‘The

with

another

meeting

the

Last Epidemic,’’

a film which depicts the realities of
nuclear war.
The film was presented by members
of nme for Social Responsibility.
sis
council has always taken a
strong stand in opposition be oe

power, nuclear weaponry and

nuclear

war,’’ Councilmember Julie Fulkerson

said.

The film was presented by PSR in an
attempt to get the council to oppose the
Federal
Emergency Management
ency’s Crisis Relocation Plan,
which would be administered locallyby
the Office of Emergency Services of
Humboldt County.
On Oct. 15 the Humboldt County
Board of Supervisors sent a letter to
aaa + bp mane ge iesian ast it
cou
y
of t
as

as adequate ends for roads, water
sewage were provided.

The plan designates
Humboldt
County as a ‘‘host area’’ for residents
of major population centers to the
north and south, should a nuclear
detonation occur in those areas.
The

supervisors

Monday

held

a

public forum at Eureka High School to
vide
an opportunity to voice
their oplaions on the plan. P
?

See BILLBOARD, page 2
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Billboard
Continued from page |
The consensus of those in attendance

was if the board approved of such a
plan, it would, in effect, be condoning
any
the federal government
would
have for nuclear confrontation.
The supervisors all agreed to the absurdity of
ing
for survival in a
nuclear holocaust, but reminded the
blic that the county could lose =<

38,000 a year if it renounces the plan.

FEMA allocations also account for
emergency fund
for such disasters
as floods and earthquakes.
The city council agreed with the
board and decided to s
t that the
—
reject any
plan for crisis
“The plan and
totally separate
cilmember Thea
federal
is like
in this

the funding are two
issues,’’
CounGast said. ‘‘The
t’s time and m
blackmail.’’

In other Arcata action, the council
heard a report by Bob Cortelyou,
director of the Arcata Parks and
Recreation Department, on ‘‘increasing use of the Arcata Community

Center for dances, which in reality are
‘keggers.’

”

Cortelyou told the council about
complaints from residents in the community center area about intoxicated
minors, noise, litter and disruptive
behavior. He also said damages fre—
occur at the center during the
Cortelyou

asked

the

council

to

change the regulations governing use

in about six months.

Tuesday,
newly
elected Councilmembers Gast and Steve Leiker were
sworn in for two-year terms, and the
council chose member Sam Pennisi to
replace Dan Hauser as mayor.
“I’m obviously pleased,’’ Pennisi
said after being
selected mayor. ‘‘Dan
(Hauser) has
an active and innovative mayor. It will be an extremely
difficult role to follow.’’
Hauser decided not to seek reelection, and has announced his intention to run for 2nd District Assembly,
held by Doug Bosco D-Occidental.

of community facilities.
The revised rules would attempt to
prohibit similar functions in city
facilities.
The council decided to inform those
who use the community center of the
problems.
A final council decision is expected
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Nuclear war relocation plan is ‘cruel joke’
THE PEOPLE OF Humboldt County
have made it clear they want nothing to

do with the —

**Mini-Crisis

Relocation
Nye
|
The plan, which requires Humboldt
County to serve as host to 184,000 Bay
Area refugees in the event of a nuclear
attack on a major population area, was
by more than 30 speakers at a
public forum Monday night as being
nothing more than a cruel joke.
The plan is simply not feasible. First, it

is hard to re

184,000 —

tionally traveling en masse
nuclear crisis.

ra-

during a

prior notice?
Lastly, an additional 184,000 people in
Humboldt County would almost triple its
population. There isn’t enough food,
water or facilities in the county to accommodate the increase for more than a
week.
The plan is a foolish scheme put
together by federal and county adstrators. It avoids the real
issues of
—
war by just saying ‘‘we have a

P

plan.

REGARDLESS, the board should
follow the example set by Marin County
and reject the plan. The loss in federal
funds will have to be made up elsewhere.
The board’s time and energy should be
devoted to more realistic ‘‘plans.”’ Our
priorities should be in preventing the
possibility of a nuclear attack, not in
—— el relocation after the fact.

The plan implies there is a viable option in case of a nuclear attack. It might
leave people believing a limited nuclear
war is possible. Such a notion is er-

roneous.

bomb explodes
on San Francisco with no

If the board rejects the plan, however,
the county could lose approximately

e use if a

doubt the board views this additional in=
as one reason for not rejecting the

.°

SECONDLY, IN ORDER for the plan
to work, a week’s notice of an attack is

needed. What plan will

$35,000 in federal aeowiams =
emergency management.
There is no

osophies must change.

The board’s endorsement of the
California bilateral nuclear weapons
freeze initiative is a change in the right
direction.
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by Scott Bailey
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Continued
from page 4

v

as nuclear.
Even with

the present

ure of

mid-terms and finals on HSU’s serious

students and overburdened
faculty
members, I feel that the new reminder
this week of the nightmare or abyss
along whose brink we are walking
might kindle an interest in this new —
and, to me, possibly civilization-saving
— explanation of earnings inequalities
in a free-market economy; and even
before a tentatively scheduled Friday
night economics faculty seminar May
14 will try to examine this subject matter.

I have,

with

friendly help from

the

library and with help and encouragement of some of the economics staff,
worked up a lengthy, informal and
largely
non-professional
‘“‘bibliography’’ of more than 150
papers and books; doing so in spite of
the fact that I still cannot properly
understand
the vast: amount
of
mathematics found in most of the
material and especially in that of Professor Tinbergen, who was a corecipient of the first economics Nobel
Prize because of his great early work in
developing
econometrics
and
mathematical
economics
and
‘“‘models.”” In addition, as a non-

professional
‘‘outsider’’
I have
alengthy discussion or discussions of how this ‘‘Dutch school’
theory of relative scarcity — actually a
theory I ran across 48 years ago as an
under,
uate — can and should be
related
to the critical problems I tried
to list above.
To make it easier or more convenient
for anyone interested in this presently
still-buried new economics — or for
anyone who might still need a termpaper subject for any one of several
dozen classes or HSU departments —

I am sure that there are at least some

who, like myself, realize that some say
that current anti-nuclear doom-saying
may prove to be exaggerated or even
partly a communist strategy; and yet
we ars still deathly afraid of walking
along this precipice and just have to do
something, somehow, about it.

50 KINDS OF BEER

Pregnant?

G&G
CYCLES

Professional Service
on Most Makes
Parts & Accessories

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Mon

Bivd.,

— Sat

9— 6

ARCATA
822-2211

ee
ele

HAPPY

HOUR

7—8:30
16 oz. Draft only 50¢

64 oz. pitchers only $2

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS

Monday Night
Ladies Night

& Confidential

Call 443-8665

a)

620 G Street, Arcete

Help?
irthright
All services Free

Samuel M. Glenn

1049 Samoa
“aia

—

Hopefully, it will not prove to be too
little and too late.

the library staff has generously agreed
to
have
a
folder
with
this

‘*bibliography’’ and possibly other
writings of mine available to library
users at the information desk.

™ STEPS IN nor

All Ladies free with a male or

female escort
pen

7 Days

a Week

$3.69
12 pack--bottles

SAVE

$1.64
1115 W. DEL NORTE ST. PHONE: (707) 442-3715

effective thru April 26
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Window tothe past...
Have you ever wanted to go back in time?
One can do it almost any time because a
camera can be a time machine.
On this page you can experience ‘‘time
travel’’ through the medium of pameerepny
and can learn some of photography’s history.
In France in 1822, Nicephore Niepce invented the process of heliographic reproduction. This was done by coating
s plates
with an asphalt-like solution which hardened
upon exposure to light.
In 1827 he made the first photograph in
history — a scene of the court
on his
farm.
Most people have heard of Louis Daguerre,
also from France, and the pictures he called
uerreotypes. He discovered that silver
iodide was sensitive to light. In 1839 he used
it to make images on thin metal plates and
developed them with mercury vapor.
Samuel F. B. Morse, an inventor and portrait painter, brought the process to the
United States for the purpose of making
likenesses that could be transferred to canvas.
During the Civil War, Matthew Brady and
his crew of combat photographers took more
than 3,500 daguerreotypes in the field and
—
the first pictorial record of warare.

In the book, ‘“‘Images of America,
1839-1900,’’ published by the Library of Congress in 1957, Brady said, ‘‘These images present grim-visaged war exactly as it appears.’’
His photographers carried tents, which were
used as darkrooms, because total darkness
was required to mix the light-sensitive emulsion. The solution was coated on glass or
metal plates which then had to be exposed
while still wet.
In 1881, George Eastman invented roll film
which had a dry emulsion coating ona
celluloid back.
He also made photography portable with
the introduction of his ‘‘Kodak’’ camera in
1888. It was a simple box camera loaded with
film for 100 exposures.
Anybody who could press a button could
make pictures with it. When all the film was
used, the entire camera was returned to the
factory in Rochester, New York, where the
film was developed, printed and returned to
the customer.
In the 1920s, the Brownie box camera was

ee

—

on

Tt

en
:

WH

[~~
Groecr EacMan. AS AN AMATEUR RIGGED
UD WIS FIRST DORTABLE PUOTOGRADHIC
OUTFIT

WHILE

WORKING

IN

A BANK

IN

ROCHESTER. N.Y.

Repri ." from Kodak's Studio Light magazine,
1 97

introduced. It made everyday photos possible

for almost anyone.
In 1976, Kodak’s magazine Studio Light
remembered George Eastman’s comments
about the Brownie.
“‘This camera was made for those who
desire personal pictures or memoranda of
their everyday life, objects, places or people
who interest them.”’
Today’s pocket cameras and instant film
meet the same desires. A fleeting moment can
be frozen on film, and one can look back at
on moment from the vantage point of the
uture.
One
of the
thin,’’
can be

can even see himself after the passage
years. Expressions like, ‘I sure was
or, ‘‘Look how dark my hair was,’’
heard, as one looks at times past.

The possibilities of time travel through
photography could not have been realized until man developed the ability to capture light.

West side of Arcata Plaza, circa 1915. (Photo from post card collection of Mary Schafran)

A century ago, when the Eastman dry film
began replacing the slow and cumbersome wet
late, photography was still in its infancy.
et, even then, extraordinary photographers,
working with primitive equipment under difficult circumstances, created remarkable images that have stood the test of time.

This article has helped us learn of the carly
days of Daguerre, Morse, Brady and Eastman
— and the accompanying photographs show
some early and recent views of our areca.
These photography pioneers provided a
look at their world. With modern equipment

and processes, one can easily record images of
today, so future generations may look back
through their own windows to the past.

6
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The 1931 Fourth of July parade passes the post office at Sth and H Streets in Eureka. (Photo courtesy of Richard T. DuBrau)
Inset shows changes in the intervening 51 years. (Staff photo by Richard A. DuBrau)
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Conceived and written
by Richard A. DuBrau
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SLC lacks candidates for campus elections
By Andrew Moore
Staff writer

Five

Student

Legislative

Council

positions remain empty of candidates
after the
ition for candidacy

Monday

deadline ex

.

at $ p.m.

Offices without
for .he
May 10 and 11 elections
are college

remonanive for
studies and
special
and

physical

eowton tgs wes 7
programs,
It

education,

resources.

and

natural

Also

r

vacant
are two of four
tative-atpositions.
Gaowever, *
someone turn a

in late, the elections commission will review it for approval,’’ Connie Carlson, Associated Students
business office manager, said.
“Otherwise, the positions will be ap—
in the fall,’’ she said. Petitions
or candidacy

must be

least $0 students.
Write

in

candidates

signed
may

by at
be

ac-

cums. but certain procedures must be
followed

for

a

legitimate

entry,

Carlson said

Write in information will be supplied
by the A.S. office she said.
The A.S. presidential candidates are
Ross Glen, journalism and political
science junior, and Larry Molander, a

junior studying business.
Opponents in the vice-presidential
race are juniors Melvin Stokes, a
peyceatony
or, and Karen Lindsteadt, an
h =
Lindsteadt is running
on the same
ticket as Glen and is currently student
services commissioner.

An issue on the May ballot will be

whether president and vice president
should run on one ticket or separately.
President and vice president on the
same ticket would
avoid dif-

ferences between the top officials that
might cause problems Gulag the year,
=
Bruno, A.S. general
manager
Candidates

now

run on individual

tickets.
Passage of the proposal would
eliminate independent election of vice
presidents. If a president does not
choose a suitable partner during an
election he would appoint a vice president in the fall. This choice would have

to be approved by the council.

If the ballot proposal is defeated,
vice presidential candidates would conon to ae the
option of a
in—
y or with a presidential candidate.

In other elections, Bill Crocker, a
wildlife management freshman is running for academic affairs commissioner.
race for programasting osaelssioner includes Randy McCall, a senior

in environmental management; Ethan

Marcus, chemistry freshman; and
gg r Bill Quinn, a social science ma-

r.

:

Only one person, journalism junior

Steve Cates has petitioned for planning
commissioner.
Choices for student services commissioner are freshman RoxAnn O'Neil,a
major in nursing,and senior Julie
icCabe, also in nursing.

The

two

candidates

running

for

representative-at-large

are

positions

junior Dan Hernandez, a PE and
recreation administration major and
ng

Bruce Toshio Ogata,a junior studyi
3
theater arts.
A candidacy for creative arts and
humanities representative has been
declared by speech communication
;
junior Dave Werling.
On the ballot for behavioral and

social sciences is Michael

Sagehorn,

political science and history senior.
Running for business and economics
representative is junior Karen Head, a
business major with an accounting em-

hasis.

. Vying for science representative
engineering junior Tim Crowe.

State parks offer hike series
The California

ment of Parks

and Recreation is offering a series of
ranger-led walks in three state parks in
Humboldt County.
Walks at Patricks Point State Park,
Dry Lagoon State Park, Fern Canyon
(Prairie Creek State Park) and Elk

Prairie (Prairie Creek Redwoods State
Park) will be held Saturdays and Sundays throughout May. |
For information, call Patricks Point
State Park at 677-3570 or Prairie Creek
Redwoods State Park at 488-2171.
‘
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PARLOR
PLAZA

Drop in and have a cold beer ur a
glass of your favorite wine ul
inflation-fighter prices.

Open 12-10 p.m.
Happy Hour 6-7 p.m.

Ra
1M GLAD!
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LOWEST PRICES
ANYWHERE
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ON
USED AND NEW

RECORDS AND TAPES

TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT
TAKEN

DC-90 $1.68
SA-C90

poerrrs

$3.38

AD-C90 $2.80
1068 ‘"' STREET ARCATA |

Sign up at:

University Center Room 240
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lampus group Starts first fish

Se

re’s something fishy going on at

Campus

iate T
97.

+
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sesh
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Center

for Ap-

fs

ish-farm is
started at the
r’s demonstration
site, Buck
nne Pollock, one of the direc-

f the project, said warm-water

ulture (
farming) has never
ried in Humboldt County.
She
e project involves an attempt to
out “‘what is appropriate for

g warm-water fish in Humboldt

ock and pro co-director
Mason, a
‘e management
, said the project received a $750

grant from
the HSU
Student
Legislative Council on April 2. This
grant, along with one for $650 from
the HSU
Foundation, will enable
CCAT to begin construction of the fish
farm before spring quarter ends,
Mason said.
**We hope to have it built by summer, and fish will probably be put in by
late summer or early fall,’’ she said.

Fish tanks will be installed in a
greenhouse connected to the south wall
of Buck House. Together, the tanks
will hold about 1,500 gallons of water.
“‘Right now we're working on the
“- of the tanks,”” Pollock said.
The aquaculture project is a byproduct of the greenhouse.
Heat stored in the greenhouse during
the day will warm Buck House at

farm

night. However, to retain heat for
night or cloudy-day use, it must be

here,’’ Pollock said.
Oi neiee to the Tilapia

stored, in this case in water.

t be

carp (some species of which are illegal

“Since the water is in there (the on the North Coast) or Brazilian Pacu.

greenhouse), why
ae

not utilize it and
k said.
bad

see FISH FARM, back page

t

natty Ce
ae
eee
The
project directors would like to
start with tilapia, an exotic fish from
Africa.
‘*Ideally we would like to get tilapia.
It tastes better than catfish or carp and
pe prosper in many conditions,’’ she

PERM

reo. 46

SPECIAL

NOW

$25

Exiveha San
Hairs tyling

However, the directors are not sure
whether tilapia is allowed on the North
Coast under state Department of Fish
and Game regulations.
“‘We are in the process of finding
out if that type of fish is legal up

As

foo Kim

442.2017

or

442-6441

Visit the
CAMEL
for

cards & gifts
for
Mother’s Day!

Workout
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Plaza building withstands 67 years,
plays important part in city’s history

Hotel Arcata

Merton Gaudette, manager of the

By Kathy Towner

hotel, said in a recent interview, ‘‘People have a lot of misconceptions about
the hotel, about who lives here and
what it’s like.
‘‘We have made a number of improvements in the last few months, and
have tighter security here now.”
Gaudette said he keeps a close watch
on non-residents coming into the hotel.
‘‘We have a custodian who cleans
daily. It’s mostly students and artists
living here now. Students should not be
afraid to live here.”’
Jeremy Krauss, an HSU student who
lives in the hotel, said, ‘‘I think it’s the
best place in Arcata to live.’’
Krauss, the tightrope performer in

Staff writer

*‘At exactly the hour of two o'clock

on Monday, April 26th, the big steam

Sire siren at the Humboldt Cooperage

Co.’s plant ... announced ... that the

new Hotel Arcata was formally opened

and ready for guests.’
—Arcata

Union,

April

29,

1915,

front-page story.
Sixty-seven years later, the hotel
shows signs of many physical alterations and several changes of owner-

ship. The $8-room hotel serves as an

apartment building for artists, writers,
performers and 16 HSU students.
Located on the Arcata plaza at the
corner of 9th and G Streets, this
building has played an important part
in the history of the city. According to
the Aug. 5, 1960 issue of the Union,
the hotel was for many years the center
of Arcata’s social life. In its early days,

the hotel

provided

accommodations

for tourists traveling by rail or steamer.
After the completion of the Redwood
Highway in the 1920s, it also served the
motoring public.

This brick-and-redwood
.
described in the Union as ‘‘magnificent,’’ cost $80,000 in 1915. Openingday ceremonies on April 26, 1915
reportedly brought nearly 2,000
’ visitors to tour the lavishly furnished
hotel, to the accompaniment of a fivepiece orchestra.
The original managers of the hotel
came from Wyoming, and brought

the Arcata plaza at the start of the

is

photo by Lynne Bowlin
The Hotel Arcata cost $80,000 when built in 1915.
with them a collection
of 50 trophy
heads of elk, deer, moose, antelope
and Rocky Mountain sheep to decorate
the walls. As reported in The Union in
1915, ‘‘The two leading attractions in
the main lobby’ were ‘“‘the two
magnificent elk heads ... wired with
electric lights.’’ This collection of big
game heads led to the hotel’s reputation
as
‘‘the
sportsman’s
headquarters.’’
Over the years, the splendor of the

oak-and-plate-;
swingiaing oO!ecet
webeaderdonaee.
doors, as well as the big kitchen

Kinetic Sculpture Race earlier this
month, has lived in the hotel off and
on for 10 years.
Kirk Stricker, a 1978 HSU graduate,
said, ‘‘I lived here (in the hotel) before,
but I feel it’s a much finer place to live
now.””
Laura Dillenbeck-Murren, custodian
at the hotel, said, ‘‘In my experience
with the hotel over the past six years, I
feel it has gone through a number of

and dining room. Also gone are the
Original furnishings, such as the brass
beds with silk bedding and the solid
oak and mahogany chairs.
With time, the paint chipped and
carpets became worn. In the 1950s,
areas such as the kitchen, dining room
and lounges were developed
into
private offices and business space.

group of people living here now.”’
Latest improvements include a larger
and better-equipped community kitchen, additional shower facilities, new
paint in the main stairway area and fire
safety improvements.
With
recent improvements
and
tighter security, the hotel still maintains some of its charm of old.

“You have to separate it from a
large scale. We use available resources
—_ space to grow protein,’’ Mason
said.
Pollock added, ‘‘We want to stick to
a demonstration house — (we) want it
to be simple enough so
asking
—
can unders
and then use
that
knowledge to do it themselves.’’
directors believe the project
will be beneficial to fisheries students
on campus.
**It could be a real boon to the
fisheries department,’’ Mason said.
‘Because it concentrates on cold-water
fisheries, this will really broaden the
of their
i
k said the project will be a
aay
for a master’s thesis and,
senior project requirements.
‘to

This would be a beneficial place to
design your own project if you were interested in warm-water fisheries.’’
As part of its general education program, HSU
offers an appropriate
technology emphasis phase package,
which was designed by CCAT directors
and three professors. The classes in-

Fish farm
Continued from page 9
At first, the project will use fish that
are omnivorous
(meat and plant
eating) and herbivorous (plant matter
only). This enables the project to produce a high-protein product without
using
a lot of meat.
““We ... don’t want to have to feed
rr a large amount of (meat),’’ Mason

Pollock said the idea behind smallscale fish harvesting is self-sufficiency.

This latest

other

is consistent with

self.

ments

at

growing food and building a house or
community
in an efficient manner.

conduit
tae
uaculture ontes’s ee conahte
1 complement solar collectors fi
Sossinn Gin, tevaseh gatdane and &

graywater project, which uses recy-led
water from sinks and showers to water
plants.
The aquaculture project will continue the recycling philosophy of the
CCAT. Lettuce scraps
and carrot tops
can be fed to the fish, Mason said.
However, most of the food will
come from aquatic plants such as
a
and as hyacinth. Maeno
oxygenate the water, Polloc
;
Mason said possibilities for tank
design include reinforced plywood with
a fi
lining, $5
drums or
a hole dug in the ground and lined with

Regardless of design, a filter system
will be used to help eliminate harmful
levels of ammonia, which result from
the fishes’ excrement. Water from the
tanks will flow through filters made of
sand and/or oyster shells. Bacteria

adhering to the shells will break down
page 1
fromued
Contin
not be an issue this year.
“The board asked me to take the
discussion back to the city council,”’
she said.
Once the issue goes back to the coun-

cil,

Fulkerson

sees

three

options

council in responseto
to theble
availa
the board’s action.
First, the council could stick by its

n apit is not
out if io
pull at
andul
stip
proved by HTA.
. if the HTA continues good

the ammonia. The water will return to
the tank.
Initially, the —_— will use water
from the city of Arcata, Mason said.
However,
‘‘City
water
is
chlorinated, so we have to let it settle
for a while,”’ she said.

Though the initial amount of water
will come from the city, once it is ready
for use it will be recycled.
of recycling, and the

Ser
ey to te canettas
turebeded
pro
entire Buck
House, Mason

This theme
theme of

tol Ge
said.

“If you have fish growing in your
house you don’t have to go to

Safeway.

You

r fish and

in a pretty

know

what you

feed

are using resources

matter,’’ she said.

bo
ject will aeatene i s still aaunknown,
oa “4
t Pollock believes it will be enough
to give a family of four a fish dinner
once a week.

© Engi neering
“5
104 —
technology caneutae,

© Engineering

105

—

appropriate

appropriate

design techniques.
© Political science 189 — politics of
appropriate technology.
Anyone can visit Buck House and
take the self-guided tours. The houseis

on Cluster

Court behind the Forestry

Sentencing due in rape case
By Stephen Crome
Seaft writer
After two postponements a 25-yearold McKinleyville man convicted of the

October rape of an HSU student is to
be sentenced today if his request for a
new trial is denied.

postponemen

26, have given Richard T. Stobaugh’s
att
. Public Defender William C.

Connell, additional time to prepare a
motion for a new trial.
A new trial is being requestedon

grounds that testimony for the prosecution was ‘‘off-track’’ and that
evidence had been im
y admit-

ted, Connell said April 9 in Humboldt

County Superior Court.
“The testimony caused the jury to

make a subjective instead of an objec-

tive evaluation,” he said.

questioned the testimony of
the 18-year-old victim, claiming she
had not been in her room when she said
and did not follow proper guidelines in
resisting attack.
Assistant District Attorney Michael
Mock who prosecuted the case, said
evidence against Stobaugh was over——
He
it showed anes Benes

access to the HSU Canyon
itory
through a second-floor
bathroom window,
room

entered the victim’s unlocked
and threatened her with a

apresiding

Judge John E. Buffington

will rule on the motion for a new trial
and post sentence if the request is
denied...

